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Great sound is so much more than just sound. It’s a 
way of transforming lives. That’s why we make it our 
life’s work to be the experts who deliver incredible 
sound. We believe that having some of the world’s 
best sound engineers, in addition to the most 
advanced acoustic testing and development facilities, 
enables us to make solutions that are truly intelligent 
and beneficial.

Engineered for purpose
Hundreds of hours of research and meticulous 
engineering go into each and every Jabra product. 
The result? Products that are innovatively engineered 
for purpose, and technology that won’t get in your 
way but will have a huge impact in making what you 
do better, more efficient, and more productive. We 
inspire people to go further than before.

We have been enabling people go further for nearly  
150 years, and Jabra is proud to be part of the GN 
Group – a brave and inventive group of people who 
have been breaking frontiers since 1869. From our 
home in Copenhagen, Denmark, the GN Group 
revolutionized communications by laying the 
world’s first submarine cable, which carried the first 
telegraph line linking East to West and brought the 
world closer together. The spirit of the GN Group 
inspires us to break boundaries of our own – for 
example we’ve created the world’s first ultra noise-
cancelling microphone, the world’s first Bluetooth® 
headset, and the world’s first sports headphones with 
integrated heart-rate monitor, to name just a few.

Great sound. Engineered. 
We make life sound better 

Pushing creative limits
And we don’t just share the GN Group’s pioneering spirit, we share their knowledge 
and expertise, too. Our engineers advance technology, set new standards, and 
push their creative limits. And then they share what they’ve done within our Group. 
Consumer tech makes its way into professional tech, medical-grade sound solutions 
make their way into consumer products, and always with the same goal – to make life 
sound better.

Thanks to our close relationship with ReSound, our sister brand, we have unrivalled 
sound capabilities. ReSound are world-leading hearing-aid experts who blend design 
and technology to bring people with hearing loss closer to the things they love. 

Personalized hearing experience
These powerful, discreet, and smart hearing aids can now be controlled by integrated 
apps. This delivers a natural, personalized hearing experience and can transform the 
hearing aids into wireless stereo headphones. 

Anyone can make sound, but we settle for nothing less than the world’s best. Because 
great sound isn’t just made. It’s Jabra engineered.



Wireless 
calls & music
Intelligent sound solutions 
optimized for your life on-the-go

Audio on the go

Jabra Sound+
The Jabra Sound+ app is the perfect companion to your Jabra headphones* – adding 
extra features and letting you personalize the way you use your Jabra device. Choose your 
voice assistant, customize your music profile, modify how much nearby noise you want to 
hear, keep track of your battery charge, and much more.** The app will constantly evolve; 
delivering new features to further enhance your headphones. As time goes by, the app 
becomes even better – and with it so too does your Jabra experience.

To learn more about the Jabra Sound+ App go to Jabra.com
*Currently only available for Jabra Elite 45e, Elite 65e, Elite 65t, Elite Active 65t. 
**Certain features, such as ANC, depend on which Jabra headphones you have.
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Enjoy the best wireless calls and music experience on the market 
with our Elite Series headphones.* Engineered for life on the go, 
from best-in-class battery to comfortable memory wire neckbands, 
to superior true wireless earbuds and headphones with ANC 
and wind noise reduction microphones, your conversations and 
listening needs are made easy.

The Elite Series perfectly combine form and function, making all-day wearing a reality 
and ensuring superior sound – whether that’s the sound you’re listening to, or what the 
person you’re talking to hears. Because everyone has their own requirements when 
listening to music, each Elite allows you to personalize your sound with a customizable 
equalizer. 

Every Elite comes with one-touch access to voice assistants like Alexa**, Siri® and 
Google Assistant™. It’s the future of voice command, at the touch or tap of a button. 
And with a 2-year warrant against damage from water/sweat and dust*** – Elite 
headphones work no matter how active your lifestyle.

Jabra Elite Series
Engineered for superior 
wireless calls and music

*December 15th, 2017. See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims
**Operating System dependent 
***App registration required Elite 25e

Elite 65t

Elite 45e Elite 65e

Elite 65t
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Jabra.com/Elite65t

Jabra Elite 65t 
Engineered for the best true wireless calls 
and music experience*

• Best call and voice quality*. Superior sound with 4-microphone technology
• Music, the way you want to hear it. Personalize your music with a 

customizable equalizer 
• Power to last the day. Up to 5 hours battery, 15 hours with charging case
• Proven connectivity. True wireless stability to reduce call and music dropouts 
• Built to work, guaranteed. IP55 rated, with 2-year warranty against water  

and dust**
• Voice command made simple. One-touch access to Amazon Alexa***, Siri®, 

and Google Assistant™

Sound+ appSound+ app

*December 15th, 2017. See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims
**Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app
***Operating System dependent  

* Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app 
** Operating System dependent  

Audio on the go Audio on the go

Jabra.com/Elite65e

Jabra Elite 65e
Engineered for superior wireless calls and 
music with professional-grade ANC 

• Superior call quality. 3-microphone call technology creates a noise-blocking 
zone for crystal-clear voice on calls

• Professional-grade ANC. Business-quality background noise reduction, 
achieved with powerful Active Noise Cancellation and sound-isolating earbuds

• Power to last the day. Up to 8 hours of battery using ANC, and up to 13 hours 
with ANC off

• Music, the way you want to hear it. Personalize your sound with customizable 
equalizer profiles

• Built to work, guaranteed. IP54 rated, with a 2-year warranty against damage 
from water and dust*

• Voice command made simple. One-touch access to Amazon Alexa, Siri® and 
Google Assistant™**
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Jabra Elite 25e 
Engineered for long-lasting calls and music 

• Quality calls on the move. Wind-protected microphone
• A fit that improves audio quality. Sound-enhancing EarGelsTM

• All-day calls and music. Up to 18 hours battery

Jabra.com/Elite25e

Assist App

Audio on the go Audio on the go

Jabra.com/Elite45e

Jabra Elite 45e 
Engineered for superior wireless calls and music

• Conversations made clear. Advanced 2-microphone technology with earbuds 
proven to deliver superior wireless call performance

• Music, the way you want to hear it. Personalize your music with a customizable 
equalizer 

• The best fit for you. Flexible memory wire neckband remembers its shape and 
contours to your neck

• Power to last the day. Up to 8 hours battery for a day’s worth of calls and music
• Built to work, guaranteed. 2-year warranty against water and dust*
• Voice command made simple. One-touch access to Amazon Alexa**, Siri®, and 

Google Assistant™

*Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app    
**Operating System dependent  
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Jabra Move 
Engineered to get your move on. 
Unrivaled wireless sound.

• Unparalleled wireless sound
• Designed to inspire and built to last
• Wireless – the easy way

Jabra.com/Move

Wireless 
sports headphones
Engineered for wireless music, 
calls and sport. 

Sports AudioAudio on the go
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Jabra Elite Active 65t
They stay in place, so you don't have to.  

A fit that’s snug and secure. Secure-fitting design for enhanced in-ear stability 

Built for active lifestyles. IP56 rated with 2-year warranty against sweat and dust*

Power your performance. Up to 5 hours battery, 15 hours with charging case

Proven connectivity. True wireless stability to reduce call and music dropouts

Music, the way you want to hear it. Personalize your music with a customizable equalizer
 
Voice command made simple. One-touch access to Amazon Alexa**, Siri®, and Google 
Assistant™

Optimize your workouts. Track performance with an integrated motion sensor

Jabra Elite Active 65t
Engineered for true wireless music, 
calls and sport. No strings attached. 

•  Secure-fitting earbuds 
•  2-year warranty against sweat and dust*
•  Up to 15 hours charge
•  Proven wireless connection
•  Customize your music
•  Voice Assistant enabled**

New!

Jabra.com/EliteActive65t

* Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app
** Operating System dependent

True wireless
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Jabra Elite Sport
Engineered to be the most technically 
advanced true wireless sports earbuds

• Superior sound for music and calls with up to 13.5 hours charge
• Secure and unique cord-free wearing style with one or both earbuds
• Advanced personalized fitness analysis using in-ear heart rate monitor

Sport Life App

Jabra.com/Elitesport

Jabra Elite Sport

* Lime Green Grey edition available in the US 
and Canada exclusive to BestBuy and available 
in selected channels across Europe and APAC.

True wireless

Jabra Sport Pulse Special Edition 
Engineered to be the world’s first sports 
headphones with automatic fitness testing

• Superior sound – with passive noise cancellation and enhanced bass
• Heart rate monitor and automatic VO2 max fitness tracking
• Intelligent in-ear audio coaching for personalized workouts

Jabra.com/Sportpulse

Sport Life App

Sports Audio
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Sport Life App

Jabra.com/Sportpace

Sports Audio

Wireless 
calls
Intelligent sound solutions 
optimized for your busy life

Calls on the move

20 21

Jabra Sport Pace
Engineered to fast-track your fitness. 
High-quality wireless sound. On-demand 
pace guidance.

• Premium  sound quality for enhanced music motivation
• Customizable for the best fit possible
• Easy transition from music to making and receiving calls



Calls on the move Calls on the move

22 23Jabra.com/Talk55

Jabra Talk 55 
Engineered for premium noise cancellation 
and Voice Control

• The clearest calls. HD voice and 2-microphone technology. 
• Noise cancelling. Advanced technology for clear, noise-free calls. 
• Long lasting. Up to 3 hours battery, 10 hours with the charging case. 
• Stream from your phone. Music, podcasts and GPS directions. 
• Voice Control. One tap access to Siri® and Google AssistantTM. 
• Lightweight design. Stylish, supreme comfort, and just 5.5g. 

Jabra.com/Talk45

Assist App

Jabra Talk 45 
Engineered for noise cancellation and  
Voice Control

• The clearest calls. HD voice and 2-microphone technology. 
• Noise cancelling. Advanced technology for clear, noise-free calls. 
• Long lasting. Up to 6 hours of calls. Up to 8 days of standby time.
• Stream from your phone. Music, podcasts and GPS directions. 
• Voice Control. Dedicated button for Siri® and Google AssistantTM. 

Assist App



Calls on the move Calls on the move

Jabra.com/Talk25

Jabra Talk 25 
Engineered to keep conversations simple

• Clear HD calls. Omni-directional microphone and a dynamic speaker. 
• Stream from your phone. Music, podcasts and GPS directions.
• Long lasting. Up to 8 hours of calls. Up to 10 days of standby time. 

Assist App

Jabra.com/Talk35

Jabra Talk 35
Engineered for crystal-clear calls with  
noise cancelling

• Clear HD calls. 2-microphone technology.
• Dual wearing style. Custom-fit and 2 wearing styles for comfort.
• Long lasting. Up to 6 hours of calls. Up to 9 days of standby time. 
• Stream from your phone. Music, podcasts and GPS directions. 
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Calls on the move Calls on the move

Jabra.com/Talk15

Jabra Talk 15 
Engineered to keep  
conversations simple

• Clear calls. Audio technology optimized for  
high quality calls. 

• Stream from your phone. Music, podcasts and 
GPS directions. 

• Long lasting. Up to 6 hours of calls. Up to 14 days  
of standby time. 

Jabra.com/Talk5

Jabra Talk 5
Engineered to keep  
conversations simple

• Clear calls. Audio technology optimized 
for high quality calls. 

• Easy to use. Simple phone pairing and 
easy to operate. 

• Long lasting. Up to 11 hours of wireless 
calls on a single charge. 

Assist App

Jabra.com/Steel

Jabra Steel 
Our toughest headset ever

• Dust, water and shock resistant
• Secure fit for any job
• Supreme call quality in rough environments

Optimized for heavy duty work use

Comes with 2 windsocks

Jabra.com/Supreme
Connect App

Jabra Supreme 
Your space, your sound

• Active noise cancellation – enhance your 
listening experience

• Wind-noise reduction technology – reduces 
noise from your calls

• Patented Flip-Boom arm – easy to activate and 
easy to carry
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Calls on the moveCalls on the move

Jabra.com/Style

Jabra.com/Boost

Jabra Style 
Hands free simplicity

• Audio that automatically adjusts to your  
environment

• Spoken battery and connection status
• Multimedia streaming – GPS, music  

and podcasts

Assist App

Jabra Boost 
Just talk all day long

• Extended talk time that lasts up to 
9 hours

• Direct access to Siri® & Google 
Assistant™ with the click of a button

• Flexible EarGels™ designed for a 
comfortable fit

Assist App

Jabra.com/Classic

Jabra.com/Mini

Jabra Classic 
Hands free calls  
made easy

• Perfect fit with ultimate comfort EarGels™
• Find My Jabra with Jabra Assist app
• Stream multimedia – GPS, music & podcasts

Assist App

Jabra Mini outdoor edition

Crafted for the outdoor lifestyle, the Jabra Mini 
Outdoor Edition boasts the official Realtree® Xtra 
pattern. Building on Realtree®’s 30 years of  
experience, it frees your hands so you can enjoy 
more of the great outdoors.

Assist App
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Wireless 
in-car audio
Intelligent sound solutions 
optimized for your life on the road

Calls on the moveCalls on the move

Jabra.com/Talk2

Jabra Talk 2
Clear and reliable 
hands-free calling

• HD Voice for clearer conversation
• Flexible Eargels for maximum comfort 
• Up to 9 hrs talk time and up to 9 days 

standby time

With voice dialing function (phone dependent)

Assist App

Jabra BT 2045 & 2047
Making wireless calling easy

• Easy to use, wear and enjoy
• Clear sound in an attractive design
• Up to 9,5 hours talk time and up to 10 days 

standby time

With voice dialing function (phone dependent) 

Jabra.com/BT2045
Jabra.com/BT2047

Jabra BT 2045

Jabra BT 2047
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Jabra Freeway 
Loud and clear hands free calls. Premium sound.

• Premium sound on both ends of the call
• Enhanced noise cancellation with dual mic. technology
• Turns off and on automatically

Jabra.com/Freeway

Assist App

Jabra.com/Tour

Jabra Tour 
Drive safe. Sound great.

• Powerful 3 watt speaker delivers rich sound on calls, music and multimedia
• HD Voice microphone for enhanced noise cancellation
• Voice Control lets you make and take calls using your voice

Assist App

Calls on the moveCalls on the move
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Jabra Drive 
Drive and talk. Simple and safe.

• Easy to use
• Play sound from your mobile device through Jabra Drive
• Connect 2 mobile devices at the same time

Jabra.com/Drive

Assist App

Wireless 
home office
Intelligent sound solutions 
optimized for your business life

Home offi  ceCalls on the move
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Jabra Evolve 75e 
Engineered to be the world’s first professional  
UC-certified wireless earbuds

• Professional sound. The way you want to wear it. Skype for Business certified 
three-microphone technology creates a unique talk-zone, and with an around-the-
neck, wireless earbud design

• Powerful at work. Fully concentrate, whatever the noise around you. Focus with 
Active Noise Cancellation, and an integrated busylight lets colleagues know that 
you are not to be disturbed

• Calls and music that lasts as long as you need it. All day long. Enjoy up to 14 
hours of battery life, and fully charge the earbuds in just 2 hours

• GN Group. Pioneers in sound, from wireless headphones to hearing aids 

New!

Jabra Evolve75
Engineered to free your concentration.  
The best wireless headset for concentration  
in the open office*

• World-class speakers and HD voice 
• Superior ANC and integrated busylight 
• Dual Bluetooth® connectivity. Up to 100ft/30m 
• Comfortable leather-feel ear cushions 
• Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco, and more 

  
*Jabra.com/ANC

Jabra.com/Evolve75 Jabra.com/Evolve75e

Home officeHome office
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Jabra.com/Evolve65

Jabra Evolve 40 
Engineered to boost efficiency. 
Professional corded headset. 
Enhanced productivity.

• Integrated busylight to avoid interruptions
• Enjoy music with amazing sound 
• Connect using USB or jack
• Comfortable leather-feel ear cushions 
• Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco, and more

Jabra.com/Evolve40

Jabra Evolve 65 
Engineered for multi-tasking. 
Professional wireless headset with 
dual connectivity.

• Wireless multi-tasking in the office 
• Avoid interruptions with an integrated busylight
• Dual Bluetooth® connectivity. Up to 100ft/30m 
• Comfortable leather-feel ear cushions 
• Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco, and more

Home offi  ceHome offi  ce
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Jabra.com/Evolve Jabra.com/Speak710

Jabra Evolve 20/20SE 
Engineered for call control. Professional 
corded headset. Easy call management.

• Great sound for calls and music 
• Call control unit for managing calls
• Easy set-up, and connects using USB 
• Comfortable leather-feel ear cushions (Jabra Evolve 20SE)
• Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco, and more

Home offi  ceHome offi  ce

Jabra Speak 710
Engineered to fill up a room. Amazing sound
in a professional portable speakerphone.

• Immersive sound for calls and music
• USB or Bluetooth® connection to smart device 
• Up to 15 hours battery 
• In-room coverage for up to 6 people
• One Access MS Cortana, Siri®, and Google Assistant™
• Compatible with all leading UC platforms
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Intelligent 
audio solutions
Get the most out of your headphones 
with one of our apps

Apps

Jabra Speak 410 & 510
Engineered to make conference calls easy, 
and collaboration simple

• Crystal-clear sound. Omni-directional microphone
•  User-friendly, fast set-up
•  Portable design with Plug and Play connectivity

Jabra.com/Speak

Home offi  ce
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Plans
workouts

Monitors 
& coaches

Tests 
fitness levels

Analyzes 
& records

The intelligent Jabra Sport Life app ensures you get the most out of your Jabra 
sports headphones by helping you to create, manage, track and evaluate your 
workouts. 

Plans workouts
Set personal goals based on distance, time, or calories burned. You can select a target 
pace or heart rate zone, and even set-up interval training.

Monitors & coaches
Get the most out of each session with real-time audio coaching. You get automatic 
advice at specified time and distance intervals. You can also hit the sports button on 
the left earbud to get instant updates at any time.

Tests fitness levels
The Rockport Test is designed to measure your VO2 max level. This gives you a precise 
measurement on the volume of oxygen you can consume while exercising at your 
maximum capacity. The Orthostatic Heart Rate Test monitors your current state and 
helps you understand if you’re overtraining or under stress. The Resting Heart Rate 
Test is a great way to understand your base fitness level. 

Analyzes & records
Capture key stats like time, pace, distance, calories burned, peak and average heart 
rate, and others. See your route on a map with an overlay of your heart rate zones. 
A comprehensive workout history and achievements page puts your workout data 
instantly at your fingertips.

Jabra Sport Life app integrated 
music and training management

Jabra.com/Sportlife

The Jabra Assist app is easy-to-use and helps you get the most from your product. 
It is now loaded with extra features. 

Battery meter 3
Keep track of the remaining talk time on your device with this simple, visual 
indication. Get notified in the app when the battery on your Jabra device is 
below 10%. 

Air update 1
You can now update your device directly via the app. 

Find my Jabra
Every time your device is used its position is geo tagged, so if you misplace it 
you can find it with your smartphone. You can even activate your device to make 
a sound, making it easier to find. 

In-call audio 1 
Adjust the incoming call audio to fit your own personal hearing preference. 
Select between three audio settings: Enhance Clarity, Normal, Enhance Bass.

Text message read-out 2
Have incoming text messages, calendar notifications and emails read to you, 
completely hands free, and respond by using Google Assistant TM.

Customize controls 1 
Now you can customize how you use your device. Enable or disable the mobile 
voice assistant (activating Google Assistant TM), the tap-to-mute option, 
the tap-to-answer or end-a-call function.

Setup guidance and user manual
Access to an animated step-by-step guide and your 
device’s user manual from within the app. All to help 
you get the most out of your device. 

Select your language 1 
Jabra Eclipse features 10 headset languages. You can 
now change your preferred language via the app. 

Responsible driving 2
When you connect to a Jabra Freeway, Jabra Drive
or Jabra Tour, your smartphone will switch into safety 
mode. An incoming message will automatically be 
replied stating that you are in the car driving and 
will return later.

Jabra Assist app
Customize your headphones

Jabra.com/Assist

1 For Jabra Eclipse headsets only
2 Available only on Android
3 Feature available for all headsets on Android phones and selected headsets on iOS.
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1 Connects with minimum 2 devices   2  Digital Signal Processing   3 Advanced Audio Distribution Profile   
4 Device and network dependent   5 Standby time in cradle or outside cradle with fully charged battery
6 With 2x recharging in charging case   7Auto off after 15min without connection, and 60min without activity
8 Up to 8h with ANC on, and up to 13h with ANC off.

Jabra.comJabra.com

Jabra Model Elite 65e Elite 65t Elite 45e Elite 25e Move Elite 
Active 65t

Elite 
Sport

Sport 
Pulse 

Sport 
Pace

Category

Earbuds • • • • •

Headband •

True wireless • • •

Talk/Music time (hours/ up to) 8/138   156 8 18 8 156 13.56 5 5

Standby (days/ up to) Auto off7 Auto off7 Auto off7 22 12 Auto off7 85 10 5

Weight (grams) 51.4  R: 6.5, L: 5.8 25.95 48 150 R: 6.5, L: 5.8 2 x 6.5 16 22

Multiuse™ 1 • • • • • • • •

Crystal clear sound and voice (DSP) 2 • • • • • • • • •

Music (A2DP) 3 • • • • • • • • •

Stereo sound • • • • • • • • •

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) •

Wind noise protection • • • •

Voice guidance • • • • • • • • •

Voice control •

HD Voice 4 • • • • •

NFC

In-ear heart rate monitor • •

TrackFitTM sensor • • •

IndexIndex

Audio on the go Audio on the go Sports Audio
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Jabra.comJabra.com

1 Connects with minimum 2 devices   2  Digital Signal Processing   3 Advanced Audio Distribution Profile   
4 Device and network dependent   5 Phone Book Access Profile

IndexIndex

Jabra  
Model 

Talk 55 Talk 45 Talk 35 Talk25 Talk15 Talk5 Steel Supreme Style Boost Classic
Mini 

Outdoor 
edition

Talk2 BT 2047 BT 2045

Category

Talk / Music time  
(hours / up to) 10 6 6 8 6 11 6 6 6 9 9 8 9 9.5 9.5

Standby (days / up to) 7 8 9 10 14 10 10 15 7 9 9 9 9 10 10

Weight (grams) 5.5 8 10 8.7 9.5 10 10 18 10 8.5 10 8.7 8.5 10 10

StatusDisplay™ • • • • • • • • •

Multiuse™ 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Crystal clear sound and  
voice (DSP) 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Music (A2DP) 3 • • • • • • • • • • • •

Stereo sound

Virtual surround sound

Active Noise Cancellation 
(ANC) •

Noise blackout • • • • •

Wind noise protection •

Voice guidance • • • • • • • • • • • •

Voice control • • • • •

HD Voice 4 • • • • • • • • • • • •

PBAP 5 • • • • •

FM transmitter / FM radio

FM transmitter / FM radio • • • •

Motion sensor
 

Calls on the move Calls on the move
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Jabra.com

Jabra  
Model 

Speak 
710

Speak 
510

Speak 
410

Evolve
75

Evolve
75e

Evolve
 65

Evolve
 40

Evolve 
20/20SE

Freeway Tour Drive

Category

Talk / Music time  
(hours / up to) 15 15 18 14 14 14 20 20

Standby (days / up to) 480 200 15 15 15 40 60 30

Weight (grams) 296 195 185 177 50 1116 171.16 171.16 115 135 100

StatusDisplay™ • • •

Multiuse™ 1 • • • • • • • •

Crystal clear sound  
and voice (DSP) 2 • • • • • • • • • • •

Music (A2DP) 3 • • • • • • • •

Stereo sound • • • • • • •

Virtual surround sound • •

Active Noise Cancellation 
(ANC) • •

Noise blackout • • • •

Wind noise protection

Voice guidance • • • • • • • •

Voice control • •

HD Voice 4 • • • • • • • • • •

PBAP 5 • •

FM transmitter / FM radio •

NFC •

Motion sensor • •
 
1 Connects with minimum 2 devices   2  Digital Signal Processing   3 Advanced Audio Distribution Profile   
4 Device and network dependent   5 Phone Book Access Profile  6 Stereo headset

Disclaimers
See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims.  
Some products are device & network dependent. Some products are available in select markets only.  
Sports products have a limited 3-year warranty against failure from sweat (registration required)

IndexIndex

Home office Home office In-car
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© 2018 GN Audio A/S. All rights reserved. ® Jabra is a registered trademark of GN Audio A/S. The Bluetooth® word 
mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by GN Netcom A/S is under license. 
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